Construction Plan for a Home-built Rodent Resistant
Three Bin Compost System

Materials are available at most building supplies stores and will cost around $300 new. The system will take a weekend to build. Exact dimensions were used whenever possible, but the term “approximately” was used because the actual dimensions of cedar fencing and rough cedar vary from board to board. Redwood is another wood that could be used and is resistant to decay, or you can find excellent pieces of wood for free from the scrap pile found outside of most wood supply dealers.

This system can easily handle 2,000 kg. every 6 months which produces around 700 kg of finished compost.

6 Step Construction Plan

1. Build the Back
2. Build the Four Sides
3. Attach Back to Sides
4. Install Supporting Rails and Bottom
5. Install Three Fronts
6. Build and Install Three Tops and Lids

Materials
- 2x4’s – 8 @ 42” (posts), 6 @ 34” (top rails)
- 2x2’s – 6 @ 36”, 6 @ approx. 27 ½” (base rails)
- 1x6’s – 35 @ 36”, 12 @ approx. 30” (sides and tops)
- 1x4’s – 4 @ 36”, 6 @ approx. 30”, 12 @ approx. 16 7/8”, 2 @ approx. 32 ½”, 6 @ 27”
- 1x2’s – 6 @ approx. 31”, 3 @ approx. 30”
- 12’ of 2x2 (lid support)
- 1x4’s 2 @ 9’ (back and top)
- 1x6’s 6 @ 9’ (back and top)
- 2x4’s @ 9’ (front cross piece)
- 1x6’s – 2 @ 32 ½” (front slider guides for center box)

Hardware
- 6 boxes bell wire insulated staples (5/8” – 100/box) or 5/8” poultry staples (where available)
- 2 lb. 2 ¼” galv. spiral nails
- 1 lb. 3 ¼” galv. spiral nails
- 80 1 ¼” galv. brass or stainless steel screws
- 3 – 3” strap hinges

Wire Mesh
- 31’ of ¼” galv. wire mesh (hardware cloth 36” wide)

Tools
- Measuring tape
- Drill
- Bit for screws
- Hammer
- Tin snips
- Hand or circular saw
- Carpenter’s square
**Construction**

1 **Build the Back**

Cut 9 feet of wire mesh
Lay out the 1x6’s 5 @ 9’ feet long on level surface with an inch between each board and then add the 1x4 @ 9’ long to the bottom. Staple the mesh to the boards.

2 **Build the Four Sides**

Cut 20 – 1x6’s 36” long. Cut 4 – 1x4’s 36” long. Cut 4 pieces of wire mesh 35” long. Cut 8 – 2x4 posts 42” long.

The four sides are identical. Lay 5 – 1x6 with a 1x4 at the bottom on level surface with approximately 1” between each board. Lay the piece of wire mesh on top. Ensure everything is square and staple the mesh to the boards. See **Figure 1**. Repeat for other sides.

3 **Attach Back to Sides**

Stand the two sides on a level surface facing each other and leave 36” between all sides, stand the other two sides facing each other with the 6” of post shown in **Figure 3**. Ensure everything is square before nailing the back panel with 3 ¼” gal. ardox nails.
4 Install Supporting Rails and Bottom

Set boxes on posts. See Figure 4 below.

**Front Cross Piece.** Ensure the boxes are square in all planes and nail 2x4 @ 9’ to front posts, at the bottom.

- **2x2 Base Rails** – Cut 6 – 2x2’s 36” long and nail to inside of posts at the base of the box. Measure for other 6 2x2’s (approx. 27 ½”) and nail.
- **Top Rails** – Cut 6 2x2’s 34” long and nail from back of box to front posts. Note that they will end two inches from the front edge of front posts to allow for sliding front.
- **Vertical Slider Guides** – Measure vertical from top to 2x2 base to bottom of 2x4 rail (approx. 31”) cut and nail 1x2 to post 2” back from front of post to guide removable front sections.
- Repeat for other 2 box sections.

![Figure 4 - The box right side up with front cross-piece, base and top rails, and vertical slider guides.](image)

**Bottom** – Turn boxes upside down. Cut mesh 39” long. Lay mesh with 39” length running from front to back. Cut 2x4 holes in mesh for the posts in both end boxes but leave the center piece without the holes. Staple mesh to base. See Figure 5.

![Figure 5 - The bottom of the box with mesh stapled around posts.](image)

5 Install Three Fronts

The front is made with two front guides nailed to the front posts and two removable front panels. Each removable panel should be approximately 30” wide and 16 7/8” high and is built to slide in and out of the top of the box.

- **Front Slider Guides** – measure distance between top of base and top of post (approx. 32 ½”) and cut 2 1x4’s to fit on either end and 2 1x6’s for the center slider guides. Nail to front posts with 2 ¼” galv. nails.
3 Front sections – Measure the distance between the inside of the two front posts, which are on the either end of the 3 box system (approx. 30 ¼” or ¼” less than the distance between the posts). Cut 12 – 1x6’s and 6 – 1x4’s to fit. Cut mesh to fit each section (6 @ 29” x 16”) and staple to 2 – 1x6’s and 1 – 1x4. Repeat for the other 5 front sections. Cut 1x4 bracing to fit (approx. 12 @ 16 7/8”). Screw 1x4 bracing to front sections.

6 Build and Install Tops and Lids

The top is formed from two sections – 2 boards fixed at the back and 3 removable lids.

For the fixed section cut a 1x4 and 1x6 nine feet long and nail to the box across the back.

For the removable section cut 5 1x6’s 36” long and lay them edge to edge across the top of box. They should end up flush with the front of the box. If they don’t because of varying board widths, add a piece of 1x2 or trim to fit. Lay these 5 boards edge to edge on a flat surface and staple mesh cut to approx. 36”x27”. Cut 1x4 braces 27” long and attach to the mesh side with screws. These braces should fit inside the 2x4 rails at top of box and extend approximately 1” out the back of the removable lid to control the lid pivot. Cut a 1x2 approx. 30” long and attach with screws as shown so that it fits directly over top of front panel and inside of front posts. Repeat twice more for the other lids.

Make the lid support with 3 2x2’s (an arm, a support for arm, and a block guide) and a 3” strap hinge. The arm is 14” long and screwed up to a strap hinge 16 ¼” from front of lid. When the lid is lifted the arm drops into V-notch on the 2x2 support for arm. See Figure 9.
Attach safety gate hook to lid and front section. Select a location for the 3 bin compost system and dig eight holes each 6” deep. Set the compost box posts in the holes, fill holes with leftover dirt, and the compost bin is ready for work.

**Figure 10 - The completed compost box planted in position and ready for work.**

*Happy Composting !!!!*

**Using The Three Bin Compost System**

The method described below is a fast, hot, active system that requires more management. The work is turning or mixing the organic material. Regular turning (once a week) ensures that bacteria get the air they need to breakdown the material.

This composting method is most efficiently accomplished in batches. Stockpile organic material until there is enough to fill the compost bin – usually a cubic metre (approx. 3’x3’x3’). Kitchen waste can be saved and stored in a sealed plastic garbage can and covered with sawdust or soil to control odours and pests. Chop or shred all material to maximize surface area. Add the material in layers from two to three inches thick. Moisten layers as necessary. Alternate layers of carbon-rich material (browns) with nitrogen-rich material (greens). Fill the compost bin full with material.

Within 24 hours the temperature will rise to 60°C - 70°C. This is the hot composting system and you should monitor the process. These temperatures are maintained for four to seven days. When temperatures drop it is time to aerate the materials. This is done by turning the materials into the second bin. Try to get material from the top into the bottom and centre of the unit to achieve complete destruction of weed seeds and pathogens.

This temporarily interrupts the heat cycle but the temperatures will quickly rise for another four to seven days. The material will cool and can then be added to the third bin. Compost managed this way should be left to mature for three months.

**To Order Other Plans or Brochures**

**Call the GVRD Information Centre**

604-432-6200